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Chapter I 
Introduction 
Every nation in its history attempts to trace its ancestry back to its origin. During 
the Augustan Principate Vergil did this for Rome with his Aeneid. This epic poem 
"explained Rome's origin and greatness by grounding its history in the founding myth of 
Hellenic civilization, the Iliad's account of the Trojan War. '" It gave the Romans a 
sense of destiny, origins, and a sense of mission in the world. There is a I'undamental 
human need to determine one's history, and to find an honorable and noble past. This 
need for a national history usually comes when a nation has reached a point where it 
1 
needs to legitimate its rule . The British people are unique in that they have reinvented 
their history many times in order to fit the circumstances that faced them at different 
periods. British origins have been sought amongst the Trojans, Germans, and Israelites at 
various epochs. 
At the height of the British Empire, in the mid I 9'" century, there was a movement 
whose members believed that the British people were the direct descendants of the lost 
ten tribes of Israel. Known as British Israelism or Anglo-Israelism and this movement 
became popular during the latter 19 century and the beginning of the 20 century. 
This thesis follows style and format of A thion, published quarterly by the Appalachian State University 
Press. 
'D. Kagan, S. Ozment, Bb F. Turner, The IVestern Heritage Volume I: To l7l5 (Prentice Hall, New Jersey, 
1999) p. 107. 
See the introductions to Edwin Jones, The English Nation: The Great Myth (Sutton, Cornwall, 1998) and 
Hugh Macdougall, Jtacial Myth in Enghsh History: Troj ans, Teutons, and Angtogtctons, (Harvest House 
Ltd. , Montreal, I 982). 
Believers in the British Israelite movement assert that the Anglo-Saxon-Celtic and 
kindred peoples are descendants of the lost ten tribes of Israel. ' 
N%o were the lost ten tribes? 
An outline of who the lost ten tribes is useful at this point. According to the Old 
Testament of the Bible, Abraham was chosen to be the forefather of a nation through 
whom all the families of the earth would be blessed. Abraham was the father of Isaac, 
and the grandfather of Jacob. Jacob would be renamed "Israel. " Jacob had twelve sons 
and these became the twelve tribes of Israel. During the reigns of kings Saul, David, and 
Solomon, the twelve tribes were united in one kingdom, which controlled a large portion 
of what today we know as the Middle East. During the reign of king Rehoboam, the son 
of Solomon ten of the northern most tribes seceded and formed their own kingdom, 
which was referred to as "Israel, " The two tribes that remained faithful to the house of 
David were called "Judah. " Around 740-720 BC the Assyrians conquered the Northern 
Kingdom of Israel and its entire people were exiled. These tribes are now known as the 
"lost ten tribes" after the body who originally broke away from Judah. 
The British Israelites believe that the modern British people are the direct 
descendants of the lost ten tribes. This belief encompasses all British people and their 
kin, not just those who profess Anglo-Israelite beliefs. In this work any reference to the 
British Israelites or Anglo-Israelites a reference to those that hold British-Israelite beliefs. 
But the literal British Israelites are all British peoples. Some also believe that other 
European nations compose part of the house of Israel but there is wide disagreement as to 
which nations and the extent to which they are part of the Lost Tribes of Israel. British 
Douglas C Nesbit, "A Brief Comment Regarding British Israel Teaching", www. british -israel-world- 
fed. ca. 
Israelites are generally philo-semetic and believe that the modern descendants of Israel 
must learn the truth about their identity and reunite with the House of Judah before 
Judgement Day dawns. 
The purpose of this study is to examine the writers that formed the basic theory of 
the British Israel movement and how the movement was used to explain and justify the 
British Empire. It is also useful to examine the movement's supporters and how it was 
organized during the height of the movement in the early 20 ' century. The decline of 
the movement came about around the same time as the decline of the Empire and may 
have been due largely to the practice of setting dates to events that would signify the 
coming reign of Christ. 
The military power of the Empire accompanied by the conquests of overseas 
colonies that helped make Britain the most influential trading nation on the earth added a 
sense of reality to the notion of English history as a continuous and unique story of 
national success achieved by special people. "It is hardly surprising that the English 
people were tempted into the dangerous view that they represented a superior species of 
mankind — the 'elect nation' — whose destined role in history was exalted above that of 
others. '" Just as the Aneid gave the Romans an exalted past, the British Israel movement 
is to give the British peoples a unique story of national success. 
Edwin Jones, The English Nation: The Great Myth, p, 19 
Chapter 2 
Precursors to the British Israel Movement 
For the British people circumstances changed such that their need for a national 
history changed drastically. A new history was needed in 1066 with the Conquest of 
England by William the Bastard and again during Henry VIII's reign and the change in 
Church structure. Examining these early origin theories will help us see the evolution of 
the British Israel theory. 
Geoffrey of Mr&ntnr&uth and the Trojan ongi n 
Immediately after the Norman invasion of England in 1066, the new lords 
considered the Anglo-Saxons to be the lower class. The entire British people needed a 
history to raise themselves in the eyes of their Norman rulers. In 1136, when Geoffrey of 
Monmouth first published his History of' the Kings of Britain, the British had formulated 
a history that provided them with an origin that anyone would be envious of. "By 
portraying the British as a once great people he could at once raise their status in the eyes 
of their new Norman overlords and suggest a precedent to the Norman kings and their 
imperialistic ambitions. " 
Geoffrey's work outlined the British monarchy from its first king, Brutus (the 
grandson of Aeneas of Troy ), to Cadwallader, who died in Rome in 689 . A large 
portion of the work dealt with the adventures of King Arthur and those involved with 
' Hugh Macdougall, Racial Myth in English History: Troj ans, Teatons, and Anglo-Saxons, p. 7. 
Geottrey of Monmnout, trans. Sebastian Evans History of the Kings of Britain (J. M. Dent & Sons, 
London, 1911) p. 4. 
Hugh Macdougall, Racial Myth in English History: Troj ans, Teatons, and Anglo-Saxons, p. 11. 
him. According to Geoffrey, Arthur was king during the main brunt of the Saxon 
invasions and succeeded in repelling the Saxon forces for a time. 8 
Geoffrey, a Welsh cleric, created a legend that would be the basis for "racial and 
dynastic aspirations for over five hundred years. *' He described many remarkable and 
sometimes incredible deeds to these early British kings. According to Geoffrey, Helen, 
the mother of Constantine was born in Britain' and Chnstianity was introduced in the 
early second century to King Lucius (d. 156 A D)". British Israelite apologists would 
use some of Geoffrey's ideas 700 years later in the formation of a new origin theory. 
The Reformation and the furntatton of a Teutonic origin 
The idea thai the British people were descended from the Trojans was the popular 
belief until the rise of the belief in an Anglo-Saxon, or Teutonic descent that became 
prominent at the time of the Reformation in the 16'" century". The invasions by the 
Anglo-Saxons in the 6"' century were extremely important in the history of Britain, as 
they introduced a new culture into the island and completely changed the composition of 
the majority population. The Anglo-Saxons brought their language, laws, and customs 
with them and pushed the original British inhabitants to the extreme west and north (what 
are now Wales and parts of Scotland). " The Anglo-Saxons came en masse just after the 
Romans departed to protect other parts of the Roman Empire in the late 5 and early 6 
centuries. Up until the Norman invasion of the 11 century the Anglo-Saxons were the 
' for the original story of King Arthur and his court see Geofl'rey of Monmouth's History of the Kings of 
England. 
Hugh Macdougall, Racial Myth tn English History: Troj ans, Teutons, and Anglo-Stereos, p. 12 
" Geotliey of Monmouth, History of the Kings of Britain, p. 87. 
" Hugh Macdougall, Racial Myth in English History: Troj ans, Teutons, and AngloSaxons, p. 9. 
" See Hugh Macdougall, Racial Myth in English History: Troj ans, Teutons, and Anglo-gtccons, Chapter II. 
' Sharon Turner, History of the Anglo-Sarons Volranel (Longman, Hurst, 8. Rees, London, 1834) p. 99 
dominant culture in England. The Reformation restored to prominence England's Anglo- 
Saxon heritage. 
The Reformation under Henry Vill was a time of uncertainty and transition. 
Henry himself was still caught up in the history of Geoffrey of Monmouth's work 
especially in that the "Act in Restraint of Appeals (1533), asserting that England was an 
empire 'governed by one Supreme Head and King having dignity and royal estate of the 
imperial Crown, ' was dependant upon the tradition that Henry through the British kings 
was descended from the Emperor Constantine who was himself of half British origin and 
'had united British kinship with Roman emporership. '"" 
But also during this time there were skeptics about Geoffrey's History. English 
scholars examined the origins of Christianity in Britain because, as a result of the 
Reformation and with the dissolution of the monasteries, anyone with the monetary 
resources were able to purchase historical materials they previously had no access to. ' 
Much of this historical examination sprung from a need to find a justification for 
separation from the Roman Church. This contributed to the formation of the belief that 
the British church had been around as long as, if not longer than, the Roman church. It 
also led to a belief that Christ founded this church himself. " 
This historical study of Anglo-Saxon England for religious purposes in the late 
16 century gave way to a study of Anglo-Saxon England for political purposes in the 
17th century. ' This movement was to establish a stronger role for the Parliamentarians, 
Hugh Macdougall, RacialMythin English History: Trojans, Teutons, andAngloSmons, p. 17. 
"Ibid. , p. 33. 
See Hugh Macdougall, Racial Myth in English History: Troj ans, Teutons, andAngloSmons, and AW. 
Smiths "The 'Legend' of Christ's visit to Britain" Folhlore 100 (January 1989): 63-83. 
' Hugh Macdougall, Racial Myth in English History: Trojans, Teutons, and Anglo-Smons, p. 50. 
who wanted more autonomy after the accession of James 1. The Parliamentarians stated 18 
that Parliament was the oldest of all English institutions, even older than the king, 
because the Anglo-Saxons had had an institution similar to it that elected the king, the 
Witan. ' This identification with Anglo-Saxon institutions also led to identification with 
the Teutonic peoples on a basis of language, morphology, and customs. The notion of a 
Germanic descent was also popular with those that felt that their Anglo-Saxon forbears 
were more moral than the people of the day were. William Camden, the first English 
scholar to give detailed attention to the historic origin of the Anglo-Saxons praised the 
Germanic peoples as being "the most glorious of all now extant in Europe for their 
morall, and martiall vertues, and preserving the liberty entire. . . " 
The Reformation also brought about a change in the way the British people 
thought about themselves in reference to Europe. This view of their past inspired a 
"sense of 'specialness', self-sufficiency, superiority and separation form all the other 
peoples of the world '. " Modern nationalism, which regards other peoples as inferior 
aliens, was developing rapidly during the Reformation. ' Edwin Jones, in his work on 
modern British nationalism, suggested that the British forgot that they were Europeans by 
the deliberately conceived misunderstanding of their history that was formed during the 
Reformation. ' 
"Ibid. , p. 54, 56. 
' The Reformation had many political as well as nationalistic implications. See Edwin Jones, The Enghsh 
Nation: JJte Great Myth. 
Hugh Macdougall, Jtacia/ Myth in English History: Troy ans, Tentons, and Angtogasons, p. 4546, 
' Edwin Jones, The English Nations The Great Myth, p. ix. 
Ibid. , p. xi. " Ibid. , p. 16. 
Chapter 3 
British Israel Writers 
During the late 19'" century a group of people rose to a degree of prominence who 
believed that the British people were descended from the lost ten tribes of Israel. 
Although this idea seems eccentric to us now most of the people within this movement 
were typically members of the Church of England including a few Bishops and senior 
clergymen' . As with the other time periods we have looked at, this was a crucial time 
for the British people, and the origin of the race was important to the British Empire. In 
tracing a purely Teutonic descent (with was a popular theory at the time) the prevalent 
origin theory only accounted for how the empire was created — but not its ultimate 
purpose. 
87zal were zhe earlzesl znslances ofBrzlzsh Israel Tzzzz)rzngy 
C. F, Parker, who wrote on the history of the British Israel movement in 1948, 
states that 
The identification of the various branches of the Ceito-Saxon 
people as the literal descendants of Israel is by no means new. In fact the 
further that research is prosecuted in an endeavor to trace the origin of this 
identification, the more it appears that the belief is true, and that it had 
been native to various offshoots of Israel since the time of their scattering 
from the Holy Land 
Parker mentions a number of references to Anglo-Israel thought including that 
which is found in Afghan and Druse tradition as wall as in the Irish tradition. This Irish 
" Patron list for the British Israel World Federation for 1919 (courtesy of British Israel World Federation) 
C. F. Parker tA Short History of the Modern Israel Identity Movement: Part I. — Early traces of the 
teaching" The National Message (February 14, 1948) p. 55-57. 
tradition states that the Irish people are the descendants of the Royal house of David. ' 
Some Anglo-identity believers claim that there is a Scottish tradition of descent from the 
royal house of David that originated in the Arbroath declaration, which is a Scottish 
declaration of independence. Robert the Bruce and nobles from Parliament signed this 
declaration on April 6, 1320. It stated in its preamble the "nation of the Scots. . . passing 
from the greater Scythia. . . coming thence [meaning 'to Scotland', which they massively 
invaded in c. 500 A. D. -Ed] one thousand two hundred years after the outgoing of the 
people of Israel [the captive Israelites escaped from the crumbling Assyrian empire c 700 
BC — Ed. ]" from Egypt. The Israelites experiences in Egypt were important to a nation 
that was in search of a land in which they could rule themselves. The main British 
Israelite theory stated that the lost tribes, during their exile became known as the 
Scythians and as such migrated into Europe in search of a new land. 
During the Refonttation there was a group which played a crucial part in the early 
formation of Bntish Israel belief. The Levelers promoted the idea that the British people 
were Israelites. They were an offshoot of Cromwell's Puritans and were eventually 
absorbed by the Quakers. It was a common association for the Puritans to make between 
the British people and the Israelites. In 1649 John Sadler wrote Rights of the Kingdom, a 
book about the British legal system, which drew some parallels between it and the 
Ancient Hebrew systems. It also supplements the story of British descent from the 
This tradition is apparently not very widespread but was written by Vlncenzlo Galelei, the father of 
Galileo. C. F. Parker "A Short History of the Modern Israel Identity Movement. Part I. — Early traces of the 
teaching" The National Message (February 14, 1948) p. 55-57. 
Douglas C. Nesbit, "A Brief Comment Regarding British Israel Teaching", www. british -israel-world- 
fed. ca. 
' Eric Michael Reisenauer, "British Israel Racial Identity in Imperial Britain, 1870-1920" (Ph. D. diss. , 
Loyola University Chicago, 1997), p. 99. 
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frojans with the additional lineage from Adam and Noah to Brutus. Sadler was a 
Puritan, a Parliamentarian, and a close friend of Oliver Cromwell. "' Puritan claims of the 
British people being a new Israel were mostly symbolic. This symbolism led to the 
extension of the idea to finding an actual line of descent for the British people. 
We may expect that all of the writers that promoted Anglo-Israelite beliefs were 
British, but this is not always the case. There have been French and German writers who 
promoted the idea that the British people are the lineal descendants of the Israelites. The 
13ritish Israel World Federation cites a Pierre Le Loyer, who, in 1590, wrote a book 
entitles I'he Last 'I'en 7yrhei Found that stated they formed the English people. In 1723, a 
work by the title "Le Triomphe de la Providence et de la Religion" was completed by Dr. 
Jacques Abbadie, a French Huguenot who fled France in the wake of the Huguenot 
persecution in France. ' "Le Triomphe" expresses the "belief that the northern European 
tribes (from which the English are descended) were none other than the Lost Ten tribes of 
Israel. "' Abbadie traveled all over Protestant Europe and eventually became the Dean of 
Killaloe in Ireland. " This support from people of other nationalities must have bolstered 
Anglo-Israelite confidence in their cause. 
Anglo-Israelite writers in the 19" century 
Sharon Turner 
One writer who was highly influential on British Israel thought was the historian 
Sharon Turner. Turner was an important figure to the British Israelites through his 
pioneering studies of the Anglo-Saxons. Turner was an attorney in London during the 
' John Sadler, Rightsof Eingdoro, (J. Kidgell, London, 1682), p. 32-33. 
Reisenauer, "British Israel Racial Identity in Imperial Britain, 1870-1920", p. 105-106. 
' See entry for Jacques Abbadie in the Dr'ctionary of Rational Biography by R W. Hirsi. 
latter part of the 1 g century to the mid 19'" century. As a young man he became 
interested in ancient Anglo-Saxon and Icelandic languages and often spent long hours at 
the British Museum studying the documents in these languages. "He was the first to 
explore for historical purposes the Anglo-Saxon manuscnpts in the Cottonian Library. " 
In 1799 he produced the first installment of "History of England from the earliest period 
to the Norman Conquest*', which eventually was published in four large volumes. Turner 
was widely read during his time but is rarely mentioned as a historian now. The 
Dictionary of National Biography suggests that "his cntical power was perhaps defective 
but it must not be forgotten that his work first occupied a great field. " 
A great field indeed, this history offered people a look at the migrations of the 
original inhabitants of the British Isles, from the Celts (Kelts) to the Anglo-Saxon and 
Norman invaders. Much of his evidence is based on writers from antiquity and the 
philological relationship between the ancient and modern names and languages of these 
tribes. " According to Turner's scholarship the Ancient British belong to the Celtic 
(Keltic) or Cimmerian (Kimmerian) race that was originally identified by Greek 
orthography. ' The Kimmerians left the Bosphorus into Jutland and then traveled 
westward. The evidence of the Kelt's western settlements around Gaul, Spain, and the 
westernmost coasts of Europe is to be found in the writings of Herodotus, Aristotle, and 
Ephorus. ' 
" Parker, "A Short History of the Modern Israel Identity Movement. Part I. — Early traces of the teaching" 
The National Message (February 14, 1948) p. 55-57 
" See entry for Jacques Abbadie in the Dictionary of Nattona/Biography by F, W Hirst " See entry for Sharon Turner in the Dicnonary of National Biogralthy by F. W. Hirst 
Ibid. 
' For more on this see Turner, History of the Anglo-Saxons Volume I, p. 100-102. 
' Ibid. , p. 40. " Ibid. , p. 43. 
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The ancestors from whom the British derive most of their heritage from are the 
Anglo-Saxons. Turner states that Ptolemy, the Alexandrian, is the first writer to mention 
the Anglo-Saxons in his Geography. Before 141 AD the Saxones, as he calls them, were 
of no great importance and lived on the north side of the Elbe River. ' Like the 
Kimmerian tribes before them, the Scythian, German, and Gothic tribes emerged into 
Europe from Asia. Herotodus mentions a main group of Scythians already in Europe at 
his time as well as an Asiatic Scythia that is located beyond the Caspian and laxartes 
Rivers. The Anglo-Saxons were a part of the Gothic, Germanic, and Scythian tribes. 
"The first appearance of the Scythian tribes in Europe may be placed, according to Strabo 
and Homer, about the eighth, or according to Herotodus, in the seventh century before the 
Christian sera. "" These tribes came from the east of the Araxes near the Black Sea and 
eventually they pushed the Kimmerian peoples to the west and south of Europe (these are 
the ancestors of the Welsh and Scottish peoples). " 
The third group to come out of Asia was the Slovenian and Sarmatian nations 
(these only reached as far as Russia and Poland). ' According to Turner, all these nations 
were once part of the civilized world (in some form) and eventually returned to their 
Nomadic roots for some reason or another. He suggests that the main reason for their 
separation from civilization is their need for individual liberty. " 
As I have mentioned, Turner was very influential on the formation of Anglo- 
Israelite thought. His History was used extensively by the Anglo-Israelites in quoting 
proofs of the British people's descent from the Israelites. While both the early Anglo- 
' Ibid. , p. 89. 
Ibid. , p. 96. 
' Ibid. , p. 99. " Ibid. , p. 3-4. 
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Saxon people and the lost Israelites may have been in the same area around the same 
time, Turner never makes any assumptions that this is the case. In fact, in an extensive 
footnote in the 1836 (6'" edition) of the complete works Turner addressed the 
speculations on the further origins of the Saxons. 
The Saxon antiquaries, like those of the other European states, formerly 
coveted duration almost coeval with creation. To have appeared on the 
world but so recently as the second century of our aera was once thought 
such a national disgrace, that a succession of ancestors from the very 
deluge itself was ostentatiously sought for in a vainglorious emulation of 
the rest of mankind. The exact parent was not indeed determined, because 
the taste of our heralds has disagreed. Some preferred Magog, the 
grandson of Noah; many his grandson Gomer, and others were more 
partial to his grandson Gomer, and others were more partial to his great- 
grandson Askenas. With more ardent patriotism some ascended a little 
higher, in order to assert an origin which could not be surpassed. Hence 
Shem, the eldest of Noah's offspring, and Japhet, the youngest, have been 
also selected. . . We must excel each other in the length of our national as 
well as individual genealogy or our spirit of competition will not be 
gratified, not our envy appeased. 
Turner obviously felt that this identification of the Saxons with revered Biblical 
figures was a lofty idea. This identification is made largely due to an inflated national 
ego than to any historical evidence. Since many of the Anglo-Israelite writers used 
Turner's History as evidence and the first 19 century works were not published until 
after 1840 we must assume that some of the writers had this 1836 copy of the History of 
the Anglo-Saxons. Here they are faced with the author's own words that this 
identification is absurd and yet they still appear to use his History a basis for their 
arguments. I will address this issue at greater length below. 
"Ibid. 
, p. 15. 
Ibid. , p. 107-108. 
14 
John Wilson 
One of the most influential and enigmatic British Israel thinkers is John Wilson. 
There is not much written about his life, especially his early life, but it is known that he 
was a very studious child and was interested in science and philosophy. He became a 
phrenologist, presumably to satisfy his early interests. "The phrenologist was an 
'empirical' or practical psychologist whose assistance in problems relating to the welfare 
of the mind was extensively sought. " His studiousness early in life led him to the study 
of the ongins of the British people and the "conclusion that the Celto-Saxon peoples were 
the literal descendants of the ten-tribed Israel. " According to Wilson the inspiration to 
write the history of England came to him in a dream. In 1840 his first book, Orrr 
IsrrrelrtrrJr Origm, was published and the Anglo-Identity movement was born. C. F. 
Parker, the author of "A short history of the Modern israel-Identity Movement" claims 
that Wilson's study was completely original, that he had no knowledge of any earlier 
Anglo-Israel thinkers until much later in life. ' Wilson had great influence on later 
British Israel writers such as Edward Hine and C. Piazzi Smyth. His theory on the 
Israelitish origin of the British people, as well as many of the western European nations, 
was the main theory in Anglo-Identity thought for twenty years. 
John Wilson is the first to use the scriptures as a basis for his investigation. He 
blends the Old Testament prophecies with "modern" scholarship in geography, philology, 
and national customs. He wrote: "An opinion was once prevalent that the prophecies 
respecting Israel applied to these Christian nations, as being the spiritual, or surrogate 
'Parker, "A Short History of the Modern Israel Identity Movement: Part I. — Early traces of the teaching" 
The gart'onol Message (March 27, 1948) p. 104-106. 
ibid. 
ibid. , see footnote 
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Israel, and that we are not to look to the literal Israel as the people in whom the Scriptures 
are to be fulfilled. Now, it is indeed true that the prophecies do apply to these Christian 
nations — but not to the exclusion of the literal Israel: for these nations do not also contain 
the main body of the spiritual they are also, as we shall see, the literal Israel. " He is 
saying here that the Puritan belief of the British people being the spiritual Israel is true 
but he has found that they are the literal descendants of Israel as well. Wilson uses 
secular histories to aid his scriptural proofs. One of his arguments, that is later widely 
used in the Anglo-Israel movement, is that Jesus' ministry was directed to the lost houses 
of israel and that according to *'Mempriss's most valuable map, describing the journeys 
of the Apostles, as recorded in the Acts, and see. . . how they all go out towards our own 
part of the world [Europe]. " By this he is saying that in the gospels it states, clearly if 
one will look, that the lost tribes of Israel are to be found in the European nations of the 
mid 19" century. 
But Wilson does not stop there. He fmds traces of Israel in India, as a group 
known as Beni-israel This group from the house of Rueben, and was shipwrecked on 
the coast of Bombay. But his most important argument is that the Gothic people that 
invaded northwestern Europe are the lost Israel. In describing the Gothic conquests of 
Europe he states 
"By one means or another, and mostly as if from necessity, Europe 
has fallen almost entirely, into their possession; and from thence have they 
spread themselves over great part of the other quarters of the globe. . . This 
people have, indeed, been Jacob from the beginning, but particularly, since 
their settlement within the bounds of the Roman empire. It is especially 
north of that, however, that they have displayed the most mental power. 
Parker, "A Short History of the Modern Israel Identity Movement: Part I. — Early traces of the teaching" 
The Ifattonal Message (April 10, 1948) p. 124-126. 
John Wilson, Our Israelitish Origin, or Lectures on Ancient Israel (Daniels & Smith, Philadelphia, 1851) 
p. 114. 
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This mental power has, as we have seen, been in training form the earliest 
period, — in order that they might be prepared for acting under the other 
name of Jacob, — that of Israel, or Prince of God. *' 
Our Israelrrisb Origm states the theory that the promises made to Abram and 
Jacob have been bestowed upon the Anglo-Saxon-Celtic peoples who are scattered across 
Europe. In the development of this theory he concentrates on the British people as being 
the foremost nation to receive these promises. But, according to Wilson, the Spanish, a 
"considerable portion" of the Italians, and the Pranks were all parts of the Gothic tribes 
that also included the Anglo-Saxons. Wilson states that these Israelitish tribes, 
immediately after the Assyrian conquest found refuge for a time in Egypt. But that this 
sojourn was not to last and about the time that they left Egypt a group arose that 
resembled these lost tribes. The Ionian Commonwealth consisted of twelve tribes or 
states and had a government like that of the Israelites, a hmited monarchy. They 
appeared to have been among the first Greeks to undertake long voyages that would have 
put them into contact with Egypt and other areas. Wilson also found the Hebrews 
amongst the rest of the Greek city-states. 
"It may be remarked, that the very names, and order, and number, 
of the Greek letters, give evidence of their being taught them by the 
Hebrews; this from the Hebrew Aleph, we have the Greek Alpha; Heb. 
Beth, Gr. Beta; Heb. Gimel, Gr. Gamma, &c. Even their letters so 
essential to the very existence of their literature, speak this plainly of the 
quarter form which the Greeks had derived much in which they were most 
disposed to boast themselves. Their Sacrifices, their oracles, and their free 
government, all tell of the influence of the Israelitish refugees, who had so 
early encircled their coast. "' 
John Wilson includes an explanation of the fate of one tribe that tends to get a 
great deal of attention in later British Israel writing. The tribe of Dan is one branch of the 
"Ibid. , p. 130. " Ibid. , p. 215. 
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Ten tribes that has a lot of different theories attached to it. Wilson's theory is that "the 
tribe of Dan seems to have required no foreign aid to assist them in their flight. " The 
tribe ol Dan was a seafaring one that may have left from the port of Joppa during the 
tribes scattering and eventually become the Jutes and Danes of northern Europe by 
following Phoenician trading routes. " 
Wilson gives as evidence of the Israelites northwestern travel the "'high heaps' 
which Israel raised in the way as they went; and, upon examination, we found them to 
contain tombs, having every indication of being Israelitish. " Many of these tombs are „54 
to be found, according to Wilson's source in the matter, in the "country immediately 
beyond the Caucasian Mountains, directly north west from the place to which Israel were 
carried by the Assyrians. " Other evidence used is the Hebrew origin of the names for »55 
rivers that are found in north Eastern Europe. The namesake for many of these rivers that 
he mentions is the tribe of Dan: the Danube, Don, and Daniester, to name a few. 
Wilson finds parallels between the Anglo-Saxon laws and the Mosaic institutions. 
He also draws many parallels between the Anglo-Saxon and Israelitish religion. He notes 
that the Anglo-Saxons, when they first came to inhabit Britain, served a Supreme Being 
who is very much like the Hebrew God. They cail this Supreme Being Odin, or Wodin, 
and atnxed his image in their most holy place much as in the Hebrew temple. Wilson 
states that there was only one great temple for the nation of the Anglo-Saxons and that 
Ibid. , p. 219. 
' Ibid. , p. 219. 
Ibid. , p. 228. 
"Ibid. 
, p. 221. 
' Ibid. , p. 124. 
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this was to be found in Sweden. This one high temple is similar to the great temple in 
Jerusalem that served the whole of the Hebrew nation. ' 
One of Wilson's most interesting comparisons is the prophecies of the Old 
Testament to the prophecies found in the Voluspa. The Voluspa is an ancient poem of 
the Anglo-Saxon peoples that, according to Wilson, show the similarities between them 
and the Israelites. It begins with a creation story and follows on to tell the story of a 
migration to a new land that follows the prophecies of Elijah and isaiah. Wilson includes 
a section of the poem that he feels describes the: 
[Dreadful state of society, as mingled among the northern barbarians:— 
whilst the Roman Wolf was busy in his work of destruction, -] 
'There she saw, amid the dreadful streams, 
The Perjured and the murderers, 
And those that pull the ears 
Of another's wife. 
There Nidhoggur 
Tore the flesh from the corpses, 
The fierce Wolf devoured the men. 
Know you more? It is this. ' 
He admits that this is a heathen fable but claims that we still may see the truth of 
prophecy nevertheless. 
Although C. F. Parker claims that John Wilson's work was a totally original idea, I 
feel that he could not have and did not come up with the idea of British descent from the 
lost ten tribes of Israel. Wilson was well read in British history. The two British 
Histories that he uses in his works are Sharon Turner's History of the Anglo-Saxons (first 
edition, 1799) and Paul Rapin de Thoyras's (or de Rapin Thoyras) The History of 
England (second edition, 1732). De Rapin was from a prominent French family who, 
early on, became Protestants. It is known that there were three de Rapin brothers in he 
' 1bid. , p. 205-206. 
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16'" century that were all Protestant and that one was killed in 1568 for his faith ' De 
Rapin's mother was banished to Geneva where she eventually died and de Rapin himself 
left France for England in 1686 at the age of 25. He eventually found his way to Holland 
and joined a company of French Volunteers that went to England wdth Wilham of Orange 
in 1689. He spent much of the rest of his life traveling and wnting his History. The 
History of England has been criticized for being too meticulous and worrying over 
insignificant issues. It certainly is an enormous work that consists of five large volumes 
covering the history of the British Isles from the Roman conquest onward. 
De Rapin found the peoples of Great Britain as coming from the Cetae or Gauls 
who were "descended from Gomer son of Japhet. '* "He felt that this fact of the descent of 
the Gauls was "universally acknowledged. *' Apparently it was not as accepted as de 6l 
Rapin felt, this is one of the descent theories that Turner ridicules in the footnote that I 
mentioned above. 
Wilson relied on these two histories heavily in his lectures. They were the basis 
for much of his factual information. He must have been influenced by de Rapin's idea 
that the British people had a Biblical descent. The His(ory of England probably sparked 
the interest in finding a Biblical descent for the British peoples that led Wilson to write 
Our Israelitish Origin. I also think that Wilson must have been aware of both the Puritan 
ideas of England's place as the New Israel and parallels between the Hebrew and English 
political institutions. 
Richard Brothers 
ibid. , p. 134. 
For a short genealogy and biography of Mr. de Repin, see the prologue to the main text, Paul Repin de 
Thoyras, The History of Englurrd, trans. N. Tindal (James, John, 4 Paul Knapton, London, 1 732). 
Repin de Thoyras, The History of England, p, v, 
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Richard Brothers has, by some, been called the founder of the British Israel 
movement but this is not the case. Brothers was a very interesting character who spent 
some time in an asylum due to his eccentricity. He was born on the 25 of December 
1757, in Newfoundland. Early in his life he went to England and enrolled in the Navy. 
He was a good sailor and after his discharge most likely found a position in the 
Mercantile Marine. He was married in 1786, but immediately left his wife to return to 
the ship. Upon his return he found his wife living with another man and the mother of 
several children. He settled down in London and his career as a prophet was begun. 
It began with his conscious telling him that his life as a military man was 
"repugnant" to Cluistianity and that "'he could not conscientiously receive the wages of 
plunder, bloodshed, and murder. "" He also had problems with swearing loyalty to thc 
Crown, which he had to do if he was to draw his pension These problems eventually led 
him to be thrown into debtor's prison for being in arrears of rent. These financial 
problems did not resolve themselves after he was released from the debtor*s prison and 
he was eventually thrown into Newgate for arrears of rent again. This jail experience 
made a very painful impression on him so much that "when he came later to draw up the 
constitution of the New Jerusalem whose Prince he was to be, imprisonment for debt was 
abolished in it. ' ' 
After his release from Newgate he was determined to leave London and give up 
prophesying for good, but he received the call from God as to his final mission. In 1794 
this was completed in his A Revealed Knowledge of the Prophecies and Times, IIrrote 
under the direction of the Lord God and published by His sacred command. . . containing 
' Ibid. , p. v. " Cecil Roth, The Nephew of Atmi ghty (Edward Goldsion, Ltd. , London, 1933), p. 20. 
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the reitoration of the h'ebrews to Jerusalem by the year I 798 under tlieir Revealed 
Pmnee and Prophet. This work found an immediate audience in a pubhc that was still 
reeling from the French Revolution. It outlined five principal doctnnes that were the 
basis of his prophecy. 
"First, by a mathematical interpretation of the Scriptures it is 
proved that the millennium and the restoration of the Hebrews to Palestine 
is at hand. The Hebrews who are to return are not merely the inhabitants 
of Europe's ghettoes, but the 'invisible Jews, ' the ten tribes lost after the 
Captivity, of whom a great number now imagine themselves to be English. 
Secondly, Brothers himself is demonstrated to be the Revealed Prince and 
Prophet who shall be the leader of the new exodus. Thirdly, his power and 
preeminence are shown by the claim that he has twice previously, within 
the last three years, saved British and indeed the world, from destruction 
by fire form heaven. Fourthly, all war is wrong, but the war against the 
French particularly is the war mentioned by God in the 19 chapter if 
Revelation, which He calls a war against Himself. Fifthly, if the hostilities 
are continued, dreadful calamities to the crowned heads and peoples of 
England and all Europe will follow. " 
After the publication of this work Brothers gained quite a following. People from 
every level of society visited him daily. Many came to hear about the end times or to beg 
for another stay of execution for London. These people were not just Londoners, people 
came from all over Britain and his most devoted disciple was Mr. John Finlayson from 
Edinburgh. ' Those that made a favorable impression on the prophet were told that they 
were descendants of the house of David. ' 
During this vision that compelled him to write A Revealed Knowledge, Brothers 
discovered that he was not merely the Lord's prophet. He was a king, destined to restore 
Ronald Manhews, EnglishMessiahs (Mathun & Co. Ltd. , London, 1936), p. 94. 
Ronald Matthews, English Messiahs, p. 96-97. 
' Cecil Roth, The Nephew of Almighty, p. 81-82. 
Ronald Matthews, Engiish Messiahs, p. . 100. 
peace to the troubled earth. His exalted birthday, December 25 and his auspicious last 
name provided him with all the proof that was needed. "He was descended from King 
David through James, the brother of Jesus Christ, whose family had been separated from 
the Hebrews for the past fifteen hundred years. "'" God commanded him to tell the King 
of England that "'I call you my nephew. ""' This commandment led Brothers into 
conflict with the earthly King of England. 
Brothers had previously been involved in politics. When he was having problems 
with the Board of Admiralty over his pension he wrote a letter that led to a revision in the 
form of the oath that he so detested. When the Board still refused to do away with the 
oath altogether Brothers continued writing. In May of 1792 he informed the King, the 
Prime Minister, and the Speaker of the House of Commons, that he would be presenting 
himself at Westminster. God ordained his presence there and he was to address the Lower 
House of Commons. When the day for his oration came he was promptly and according 
to Brothers "with unfeeling contempt and incivihty*' turned away by the guard. His 
next prophetic vision told him of the downfall of English Parliament and the City of 
London with the conviction that the "mysterious 666 spoken of in the Apocalypse as the 
figure of the Beast referred to the House of Commons, with the total number of whose 
members it vaguely coincided. " 
All of this led to the final act, which landed him in an insane asylum. In the 1795 
edition of his Revealed Knowledge he boldly adds the paragraph that will lead to his 
incarceration. "The Lord God commands me to say to you, George III, King of England, 
Cecil Rotb, The ¹phew of Almighty, p. 42. 
' ibid. , p. 42-43. 
'Ibid. 
, p. 43. 
' ibid. , p. 22-23. 
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. . . that immediately on my being revealed in London to the Hebrews as their Prince and 
to all nations as their Governor, your crown must be delivered up to me, that all your 
power and authority may cease. " That gave the government all that they needed to act. 
On March 4, 1795, two of the King's Messengers were sent to Richard Brothers' 
Paddington flat with a warrant signed by the Duke of Portland. A crowd had assembled 
and luck alone saved the officers from being lynched at their hands. " Brothers was 
brought up for examination before the Privy Council on a treason charge that dated back 
to Elizabeth I's reign. Brothers was let off for the treason charge but George III felt that 
something had to be done with him. 
Two doctors examined Richard Brothers, whose purpose it was to find him 
insane. Of course they did so and he was removed to Fisher House, Islington, on May 5 
Brothers was still as popular as ever and a movement was undertaken by a supporter in 
Parliament to have Brothers' name cleared. It failed and after months in the asylum 
Brothers' star began to fade. He was released in 1806 to the care of his devoted 
Scotsman, John Finlayson. 
Richard Brothers im act on An lo-Israelism 
The claim that Brothers is the founder of the modem Anglo-Israel movement is 
one, that when examined carefully, is seen to be false. It is true that Brothers believed 
that he was a descendant of the house of David, but this was largely due to his prophetic 
revelations. Brothers also claimed that certain other people were members of this line of 
descent as well but this claim is largely due to his personal feeling toward those people 
' Ibid. , p. 28-29. 
' 1bid. , p. 30. 
Ronald Matthews, English Messiahs, p. 109. 
Cecil Roth, The Nephew of Almighty, p. 58. 
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rather than their genealogical heritage. Richard Brothers never composed a work that 
clearly laid down a line of descent for the Anglo-Saxon peoples from the lost Ten Tribes. 
He did write A Correct Account i&f the Invasion and (Iontluest of the Roman Colony of 
Albarne or Britain, by the Saxons, never published before; And which is very interesting 
to the present Lnghsh, who are descended from those great and brave irien. This work, 
which may be the closest that any one can say is a history of the British people is more of 
a narrative of what Brothers thought happened at the Saxon and Norman invasions rather 
than any true historical study. This work offers no real descent for the Saxon peoples but 
concentrates more on the battles fought over British soil. It reads like a novel and has as 
justification for facts, that sometimes directly contradict what vvas known, the childlike 
response 'because I'm right and they are wrong ' Much like his justification his 
prophecies in A Revealed Knowledge is "the Lord God shewed me. . . "' or "told me by 
revelation. *'  79 
When we look at John Wilson's work, largely regarded as the origin of the Anglo- 
Israel movement, we can see that it is very different from the prophetic visions of Richard 
Brothers. Wilson did not rely on purely Scriptural evidence to prove his theory that the 
Anglo-Saxon peoples were descendants from the Lost Ten Tribes. He uses popular 
histories of the time as well as other 'scholarly' commentaries for justification. His work, 
which shows the range of his scholarship up to the point of the publication of Our 
Israelitish Origin. It does not show any influence from Brothers work as it does not 
Ronald Matthews, English Messiahs, p. 110. 
Cecil Roth, The Nephew of Almighty, p. 86. 
See Richard Brothers, A Correct Account of the Invasion and Conquest of the Roman Colony of Albaine 
or Britain, by the Saxons, never published before; and which is very interesting to the present English who 
are descended from those great and brave men (IL George, London 1822), 
Richard Brothers, A Revealed Knowledge of the Prophecies end Times (London, 1794) p. 47. 
Ibid. , p. 52. 
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mention or even allude to any of his prophetic theories. It is very likely that Wilson knew 
of Brothers and of his prophecies, although Wilson would have been a young man even 
when Brothers cause was on the decline. It is claimed that Wilson did not know anything 
about Brothers until much later in his career aller he had written and lectured extensively 
on Anglo-Israel origin. Brothers can be seen more accurately as a millineali st whose sc 
views were more geared to the Apocalypse, especially in how London was to be affected. 
Modern British Israelism is more based in scholarship (as we shall see later) and less a 
prophetical movement than Brothers' Israelite beliefs can account for 
Edward Hine 
Edward Hine was originally a follower of John Wilson, but his contributions to 
the body of literature and the beliefs of the movement differed from Wilson*s original 
theory. Hine's beliefs replaced those of Wilson's in the mainstream Anglo-Israelite 
movement so much so that I feel he deserves to be noted as an important figure within the 
movement. Hine was born in London in 1825, just before Wilson began his work on the 
descent of the British peoples. "As a youth of 15, he heard Mr. John Wilson lecture upon 
the subject of the distinction between Israel and Judah and their place in the scheme of 
Bible prophecy: this lecture created an impression that influenced him permanently. *' 
Hine began his writing career in 1869, and right at the same time that John Wilson died 
he published his first book. Hine carried on the work that Wilson began with a few 
changes. He improved upon the Scriptural evidence that was begun with Wilson in his 
Parker, "A Short History of the Modern Israel Identity Movement: Part I. — Early traces of the teaching" 
The NationaiMessage (March 27, 1948) p. 104-106. 
s' parker, "A Short History of the Modern Israel Identity Movement: part I — Early traces of the teaching" 
The National Message (May 22, 1948) p. 168-169. 
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works I'wenty-seven Identifieatrons r&f the English Nation with the Lost House of Israer s2 
and the later work Forty-seven Identrfieations of'the Brihsh 1Vati on with the I. r&sl House r&f 
Lirael 
These works give scriptural evidence as well as commentary for each of the 
Identifications. He used 500 verses of scripture to prove his identifications. The twelfth 
identilication is about the physiognomy of the British and Jewish peoples. It states that: 
"It is most clear that the physiognomy of Israel was to materially 
differ form that of Judah, because the Jews were destined to be known 
throughout the world, when their curses had overtaken them, as a 
mocking, a taunt, a bye-word (Jer. xxiv. 9); and this was to be effected in 
the words of Scripture by "the show of their countenance witnessing 
against them" (lsa. iii. 9); whereas Israel was to be unknown in their exile, 
and, of course if their countenance was to witness against them, as well as 
the Jews, then Israel could never have become lost; therefore, 
anthropologically, it would be impossible that Israel could be found with 
the same physiognomy of the Jews. "" 
In 1873 Hine began a periodical, Life from the Dead, which published works 
from various British Israehte proponents as well as correspondence from readers. He 
also had a weekly, The Nations Glory Leader that began in l 874. Along with these 
journals, Hine found the time to continue publishing his own works and lecturing 
extensively through England and Scotland. In 1880, Hine was primary in organizing the 
British Israel Identity Corporation, which shortly came to an end. One of the primary 
functions of the corporation was to publish and promote "all works bearing in the Identity 
of the British Nation with Israel. ' 
' Published in 1870. See Ibid. , 168-169. 
' Edward Hine, Forty seven 
Idennficrai 
one 
o the British Nation wi th the Lost House of Israel (W. H. 
Guest, London, 1874), 
" Hine, Fortyseven Irtennjications of the Brinsh Nation with the Lost House of Israel, p, 16, 
" Parker, "A Short History of the Modern Israel Identity Movement: Part I. — Early traces of the teaching" 
The NationaIMessage (May 22, 1948) p. 168-169 
' From British Identity Corporation Charter 1880, 1881, Public Record Office (PRO) PC 8/906. 
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Edward Hine's writing and lecturing was not just a reiteration of what John 
Wilson had taught. Hine, although he did follow most of John Wilson's theory, held a 
different view on who was to be included in Israel. Whereas Wilson included most of 
Western Europe's nations, Hine did not include the Germans in his teachings. Hine felt 
that the Anglo-Saxons were not the same peoples as the Teutons and even espoused the 
idea that the Germans were the modern Assyrian peoples, the constant enemy of the 
Israelites. Hine writes in one of his articles, 87 
"The Ten Tribes of Israel are included within the British race, and 
do not comprise any of the Continental Teutonic nations. . . to understand 
the identity of Israel includes Germany, Holland, Sweden, Norway, 
Switzerland, &c. , as well as our United Kingdom, is not to understand the 
Identity of Israel at all intelligently; and the fact that this opinion was held 
for nearly thirty years by most of those who entertained the question, may 
account for the other fact that the matter made little or no progress during 
the whole of this time, and that it was not until our clearer light began to 
shine that the great subject began to more to any appreciable extent. ""' 
This theory that the tribes only consist of the British peoples (as well as the American, 
Canadian, and Australian descendants) was extremely popular, as it appealed to the 
British people's national pride. It was to be the main theory for the rest of the British 
Israel movement. 
Edward Hine's changes to the British Israel theory make it an attractive 
explanation of the British Empire in the late 19 century. It is at this point that we must 
switch our attention to the theory's place as a justification and explanation for the 
empire's world position and future. 
' As seen by the response of X. P. R. , "The Assyrians", Life From the Dead Volume l, (get cite) p. 337. " Edward IIine, "The Teutonic Theory", Life From the dead Volume l, p. 327. 
' Reisenauer, "British Israel Racial Identity in Imperial Britian, 1870-1920", p. 116. 
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Chapter 4 
British Israel beliefs and the Empire 
As has been demonstrated, in the latter part of the 19' century the Anglo-Israelite 
theory changed in such a way that it became a natural supporter of Empire. In this 
chapter we shall look at the some of the variations on the theory and how the theory 
supported the Empire. In looking at some of the people who were involved in the 
movement, we see that many of them were involved in the British colonies in some way 
or another. 
The British-Israelite theory in relation to the Empire 
Seri tural Justification for lm erial Fx ansion 
One of the main designations made by John Wilson in his Oar israelitish Origin 
is the one between the House of Judah and the House of Israel. An important distinction 
for Anglo-Identity separates the Jewish people of the house of Judah from the House of 
Israel. This separation naturally leads to the question, 'If the house of Judah are not Jews 
then who are they? ' This is the question the Anglo-Israelites are attempting to answer. 
This distinction, made by Wilson is what made Edward Hine become a believer in the 
movement. "Until then [the night Hine heard Wilson speak] I was impressed with the 
popular error, so prevalent even now [in 1873] throughout the country, that when 
reference was made to Israel in Scripture it always applied tithe Jews. . . I saw that it was 
equivalent to crediting the Prophets with absurdity to arrive at the conclusion that Israel 
should possess a multitudinous seed, whilst at the same time Judah was to be 'few in 
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number, ' and suppose they could refer to the same people. " Hine goes on tc say that „9(! 
from that time forv;ard the Bible made sense to him because he cculd ncv see vvhat 
prophecies referred to Israel aud which ones refer!cd to tire Jews (Judahj. Hinc's 
experience is similar to other Bntish Israe!ite believers!n that they claim that the Bible 
falls into place after realizing this important distinction 
One of the proofs for this distinction made by the tsmglc-. Israelite theorists lies in 
the covenant made between Abram and Gcd in Genesis 17: I-g "beheld my covenant is 
with thee, and thou shalt b a father of !nuit nations Neither shall thy name any more be 
called Abram, but they name shall be Abraham for a father of many nut!cut have I made 
thee. And I will make thee exceeding fruitful, and I wi!I make nations cf thee, and k!ngs 
shall come out of thee (e!nphas! s! s m!ne). " In th!s; erse the rep I!t!cn of "many rations" 
;. " s proof to Br!tish Israe!ites that the Jews;vere nct the only peoples tc come frcm 
92 Abraham's seed. The Jevvs are only one nation and the verse clearly states that ntere 
will be many nations that come from Abraham's!ine. 
This!dea of many nat!ons springing from Abraham's seed is very prominent. 
British-Israelite believers found many scriptural references to prove their national history. 
Israel must be an island nation, living under a Monarchy, and above all other peoples. ' 
Edward Hine even found scriptural proofs for colonial expansion. God promises Israel 
that it will "inherit the desolate heritages, " which of course are colonies. Britain 
colonized all of the "desolate heritages" that were in exisistance in all zones and all 
Parker, "A Short History of the Modern Israel Identity Movement: Part I. — Early traces of the teaching" 
lyte WationalMessage (May 22, 1948) p. 168-169. 
' Ibid. , p. 168-169. 
J. H. Allen, Judah 's Scepter and Joseph 's Birthright g)estiny, ~c, 1917) p. 14. 
' Por these Idcntitics scc Hinc, FortJt-seren Iderntfteattons of the Bridsh %ation with ihe Lost House of 
Israel. 
94 !saiha xlix, 8, Hine, FortJt-serten Ident/icattons ttf the British IIation with the Inst Hottre of Israel, p 18 
around the world. H!ne a!so advocated the fact that the ab. . . anginal inhabitants of the 
colonies shm hl be pushed to the ends or corners of their o iainal lands "His gl(py I'ke 
the first!ino of his L *!!ock, and his horns are!ike the hmns of unicoms, „!th them he 
shaH phish the people together m the emls of?he earth, and tI. v are the ten-thousands of 
u „9! Lphieiiii, a!id iilcy ~& iilc iuousauds Gf Manasseh. Isptuuim is Britain and Mainassehi is 
the !Jutted S'"-'. Cs of AmcrKa. In Hine'9 recko. ". i. , g the deaths of the abori "ina!s of 
96 Tasmania, Alrstralia, North A!n«i ica, we«aH p~i of Ctod's p!anl. 
!t was amazing that the smaH is!amI of Britain sho ld ha:e i ai~ so much po!ver 
uih during t»c I 7 econ~. One cauniot he!P "caH!ng io uinlu thc bcbinning of Isi eel of old, 
when God caHed !me . . . an and promised him that in his md should all the nations of the 
97 Cai ih uC blCSSCu. This thcught iS lilikCu to O»C OthCf Biblical VCISC that. iS VC! y 
important to the Ang!o-Israelite theo. . !n Genesis x!!. 3 God teHs Abraham "I lviH 
make of thee a great Natlor. . I lvdH bless thee, and make thy name great! and thou sha!t 
be a Bl ssinu I ISiH bless them that biz ss thee and curse him that curseih thee and !n 
9S Thee, ShaH AH The families Of Thc Barth Be Blessed. " This vei se has been used iri 
many diAerent vvaus to prove different aspects of Anglo-Israelite theory. Israel is to 
become a great nation and what greater nation wa- thiere at the end of the 19 century 
then Britaing It was the world power which possessed "the sovereignty (Christ 
bestowed) of neigh one-fourth portion of this globe. " The Anglo-Israelites also felt that 
their nation's power was beneficial to aH peoples of the earth, therefore fulfilling the 
"' Deut. Xxxiii. 17, Ps. Xliv. 11, Hine, Forty-seven Identifications ojthe British Ãation with the Lost House 
of Israel, p. 25 
Ibid. , p. 25 
Edvrin J. Roberts, "Lost Israel and the British People", Life From the Dead Volume I, p. 124. 
' CJnnin, "When Did thc Hcbrcws Pirst Settle in Britain? — Part I", Life From the Dead Vofume 2, p 332 
Philo-Israel, "'Israel The Christian Nation. — No. IF', Life from the Dead Volume 3, p. 20. 
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portion of +he nrophec ther State that cl! the nctions of thc earth wj!! bc b! seed That 
th ouch thei 'pquen e the lands that they dominate iidil bc bc 
One of the pro"hecies made thai the British Israe!ites fc!t came true;v!th the 
British nation is that Israe! sho !d hold the gates of her enemies. As the Emn!re 
ecpanded it held mr rc fo ejgn tc tory thct was crucial 'Glbra!tar Ma!tc crt t Port 
Said, Suez, Aden, Socotra, Peshav:ar, Bombay, Madras, Ca!cotta, Ran roon, S!nnapore, 
Ma!scca, Hon Kong, Wei-haj-wej, the Be. . . . das, and the Ch nnel Is! nds are but a few 
, 
„»100 of thc gates Britaill possesses. Tlicsc cities and islands afc crucial to thc defeilsc of 
the Empire cnd are Import~ t arecc tn hnl d to inajntajn power 
An"!o-Israelites felt that their Empire wou!d not co!!anse, hke so many before it, 
because they hcd found the true rel! g!on, Before the. . . no other Empire had found the 
Prot( steat rc ljnjon Thds throw'n off ncnjct ideals and thc ( aiho!jc supcrctjtion 
vvhat was nececsaiy to the deve!opment of the Empire. lust as Edward Fline fe!t that for 
the British people to accept their true ancestn Germany had to L removed from the 
Tribes, Britain had to cast off the Fa!Se Rehgion (Catholicism) and accept the True one 
(Protest ntism) before their Empire could be formed. 
"Why has it only been since the reign of Queen Elizabeth that 
God's promise concerning the fruitfulness of Israel began to be fulfilled? 
It has been suggested that the answer to this question lies in the fact that it 
was not until the middle of the reign of Good Queen Bess that the 
Reformation became an accomplished fact. At that time, to use the words 
of the historian Green, 'England became the people of a book, and that 
book was the Bible. It was the one book which was familiar to every 
Englishman; it was read in the churches and was read at home and 
everywhere its words, as they fell on ears which custom had not deadened 
to their force and beauty, kindled a startling enthusiasm. '. . . It is an 
undoubted fact that, whenever the nation has departed from the principles 
of the Protestant Reformation and shown a disposition to indulge in the 
inveterate sin of Israel, idolatry and superstition, a cloud has fal!en over its 
"' Unknown author, Are the 
Brtrie 
the lost 7Hhes7, (Covenant Publishing, London, 1936) p. 62. 
fortunes. Charles II and James L' v. ere both of them Romanists, and 
during their reigns the fortunes of Britain fell to the lowest point within 
rnoda rn i mes I ind! r YUjlliam nf Ozanaae and Ann Brit!eh arma. arhie 
their mightiest and most glorious victories and at the beginning of the last 
centuD the t!me;vhen the great missions! f ysociet!es took the!r rise, 
Britain was the savior of the liberties of Europe. n ' 
The Tribe of Dan and the Ro al line of Dav!d 
!n the searr h for the!r!st t n tribes nne tribe jn partjcu]ar waa. Onda r c!nese 
scr tin;. This is the tribe of Dan, tvhom Edward H! ne ins! sts must b resid!na close to 
the rest of the ten tr! b s. Many British-Israel wr!ters focus the! r attent! on on the 
;;I". ereabouts of Dan at some point in their wrii'na . There!s a consensus that Dan is to be 
!02 found in Ireland, and camie tio inside ii!ere around the time oft«e Assyrian capiivjty. 
Lorna before the capt3vtty Dan was a seafanng tribe and nrobab!y had contact tv!th 
orihern Ireland through ihe Tyrjans whr! ayers c!so «reer cecfareac of the same time 
peri~ "ta3le have hjcioricc!!ink of the tribe of I ian by ihe Tuatha de Danan and! ithat 
103 
also, in a clear, reasoinable, and sciripiural way. n Tliere are some thai clairri the 
Danu!tes are not nh on!y ones to migrate to ireland at this tj~. Ln. ". Catechtstn of the 
. tdtstor I of Ireland there is a passage tihat mentions these other tribes along tvith the 
Tuatha de Danan. The Pornorjans, Nemedians, and Firbolgs are all menuoned as being in 
the same family as the Tuatha de Datum. ' ' 
The path that the Darmites took to get to Ireland is also up to speculation. Some 
speculate that it was a direct route that was already known to the tribe. But others have 
offered different opinions on vthat the trip might have been. Dan may have gone to 
" Are the British the lost Tribes?, 58-59 
Hine, Forcy-seven Identifications of the British ¹tton wi ih the Lost House of Israel, p. 12. There are 
those who say that Dan teII Israel before ihe Assynan captivity, that his tN&e Imd set up trading posts in 
Ireland long befote the captivity. Hani son Oxtey "the identification of Dan", Life from the Deod Volume 2, 
It 217. 
Harrison Oxley "The Identification of Dan", Life porn the Dead Volume 2, p. 217. 
Greece before head!r. g up to !re!and. There re also those who f el that Dan traveled 
ctmixxbt thrp~~h 1gestern Europe boca se p f th rarnec "uppr the iardmarke of !Uestern 
»!OS Lurope, tllc xvlcdttcxrancarx lrtipiaj, aild thc B!Ttlsh Isles. 
The e ic n +ercsti esto +hqt ajthpxaxxh it ie x u ual to th Britjsh lsrae! 
+theo! Is+is shows hoig different these thepr!es can be. 
Tradition saves th t q! ep + th t +' c I SSO B( 1 Kjr g Here r 
married an Eastern princess, whose name was Tea Tephi, and who was 
cprd!ng tp lr, 'ch 1C erdi t! dq x h+er r f Zedekiah thx 1 + I ir r f J 
King Zedekiah's eyes were put out by the Chaldean; his sons were 
doer ny d bu+ qc x r xx gill se jr leremjat li j Q hic dqxx 1 to s escapnd 
One of those daughters, says the legend, escaped to Ireland and became 
+hc b jde o f+1 o 1 'cl 11dng (yp) !nust re, ember th ho trjbe of D nhqd 
long possessed ships and navigated the Mediterranean, and were not 
u acqua nted with the shores or S ain and Britain. ) Th!c dauqh+ r of 
Zedekiah was apparently entrusted by God to the care of the prophet 
Jerem! ah. !t was ei ident!" +he Dj: jne intention that a remnant pf the t !be 
of Judah should escape and "bear fruit" elsewhere; and so we are not 
r ' od tn 1oq th t cprdjner tp Iri 1 1ox o r! q! px t +h ~ ar (g{) Bt 
that is to say, about the date of the captivity of Judah — a princess from the 
East a. -, i;ed in the North of Le!and Tv:p peo"!=, ore of whom was 
described as her guardian and declared to have been a prophet 
accpmpsnje d her r d aripthcr x q ramcd Brug Frr m t1 ' 1 q tc rr 
princess there sprang a line of ancestry to Fergus, king of Ireland, who 
afterward became king pf Argy!! shire, and whose descendants became 
kings of Scotland, and so on down to our present king George the 
cn 106 
1. '!!!xa 
This story also serves as an explanation of the Royal descent from Daidd. The 
fact that Israel must have a Davidic king is another part of the scriptures that is mentioned 
by many of the British Israelite writers. Edward Hine mentions a few different verses of 
scripture: "The Lord has sworn in truth unto David, He will not turn from it; of the fruit 
of thy bodywill I set upon thy throne" (Ps. cxxxii. 11), "I will establish the throne of thy 
kingdom upon Israel for ever" (I Kings ix. 5; I Chron. xvii. 11, 12), and "Ought ye not to 
'" As quoted by "Ireland and Israel", LifePom ihe Dead Volume 3, p. 22-23. 
' ' 3. I Pearson, The Exiles Return to the Lost Inheritance (Ar!bur H. Stockelt, London, 1933) p. 144. 
th t th ! o r wod cf t rani r ve +ht 1&in dern over Is!ac! to D'tv a r r ev r t I. jm 
and to! s sore b a c&r en rt of salty" (& Chron x!jj 5', „' yi Thea r just a few of 
those that H!ne mentions. This unbroken!ine fb!!ot:5 'the gtenea!o "I mentioned abot!e in 
the story of Tea Teph! and ex+erds to James '. he Vl cf Scot!and and I of En"!"r, ' "me". * 
!ine remair, ed unbicken to Queen Victcria (and is still unbroken t" E!i=abeth " the 
Er. gt!!sh queen toda ' Beth Queen Victoria and her ;"on Edvtard VII;;=. "= interested in 
British Israelism and it is "sa!d that she shoived th- Rev . . ". 4r. C!over, who v~as a meat 
authoiily oil lt!is siioieck tiei ovy!i genealogy tight back to Kntg ™uaviu. 
" 
Israel's Ch" acteris+! cs of 0!d 
Accordhn" to many British Israelite vn. "ters, '. :-". "-' in her rev, home must be 
keeping some of the old Hebrew c ". toms and!a;; s;;-. thc ~'. Leing a Hebreiv nation. The 
!5 e!!te be t Ch tc r». eomja js 1! mo t j pod nt aspect cf 1! of the tt orj 
Ed i ard Hine "e!!eved that fhe tribes were not lost!n the time of Christ. He e;. "Iains that 
"neither+he 0!d not the New Testament req ". red tha+ the Ten Tribes should be lost ~ rti! 
after the crucifixion, the!rinistrations of the apostles, and the dispersion of the Jews, and 
that all advocates rr "intainir, g othervvdse only complicate and need!essly make difficult 
the study of our Identity. Tribes that are known cannot be lost. Christ sent the apostles 
after Israel's tribes, and they went to them, therefore, tfhey could not have been unknown 
or lost in their days. "' 
The fact that they inust be Christians naturally leads to the fact that they could not 
be Jewish. 
'"' Reader Harris, TItsLost Tribes of Israel (The Covenant Pub. Co. , London, 1941) p. 44-45. 
ibid. , p. 45. 
ts Edward Hine, "Israel noi Literally Lost in Christ's Time", Life porn the Dead Volume 2, p. 312, 
ThTrT!besofthj io inosmtosbx tlen men the 
Jews, ' were from various circumstances, wholly unfit to act as 'Christ' s 
M-s~e""er~ ' T"~ «"- ""o "~- "-"+'"-" 'o "- 'h~ Chi-rMission~ri~"- to 
the whole Earth must be the remainder of the Hebrew People — that other 
portior. of the Pam'y ". ";;, ". as 'the Lost House of!sra=j ' or the . -, ". 
Tribes. [These people] must, from the very nature of things be Christian 
in character to enab!e them to !' irdi the! Pun, tji 'I cd s 
Messengers as 'Ministers' of His blessed Gospel. '*' ' 
The Br"ish!-ae!ites "oin+ to many Scrjptura! proofs that the lsraehtes must 
Le om hristians The a;idic!!i, e is to produce lhe savior of the wor!d — Je"- 
Passages shovv that the Tribes have are a peep!e+ha+ have beer. redeemed ' or 'brought 
back, and iieet cd&1 off, by ille Loi'd, Jehovaiu Chi'ist Jesus. " '" These scriptural litoofs 
Jadr "Isr el shat i be sated jr +he i ord „ i+h an E er!ast ne Salvatjon ve shaii not be 
ashamed nor confounded, world w!thout end. " {Isa. xlv. ! 7), "The Lor" ha+h -ornfor'ed 
His people {lsrae!) And ldll have mc r upon H A!I)tered (Jy d h) s nd ii Re i sit ll 
'now That I 'h- Lord am+h' oa;ior and thy Pedeemer the Mi"hty One of Jacob. " 
tisa x!I», !3-&6), and "Of ti. is man's seed {David's) hath God, accord!n" to His Pron:ise, 
raised unto Israel a Savior Jesus. " {Acts x!ij, 23). 
Not only the Tribes being Christian no+!or; they are not a Centile natior. . 
According to some prophecies Israel is to be separated from Gentile nations as well. "I 
am the Lord your God, which have separated you from other people. I have severed you 
from other people, that you should be mine. " {Lev. xx. 24, 26). Due to these prophecies 
the British Israelites believed that they were not to be numbered as being part of the 
Gentile nations and that "throughout their history even in the sorest tribulation and the 
harshest captitdty, the Israelites had an innate contempt for the Genhles. The Assyrians 
and all the other Gentile peoples hate the seed of Jacob and delighted to harass and 
Philo Israel, "'Israel The Christian Nation. — No. IF', LifePom the Dead Volttttte 9, p. 15. 
h mblc i+ because u. , consciously '". =" "ne;v th"t Jehovah was the true God and that Hi" 
peOple Were destined tO be faVGied nlofe ihau the peuple Of ally Outer Gvu. uerniany 
is this Assyrian nation because "the) ha. e descned Chr(st ard re; cited ro the cld gods of 
the Ass"r!ans The doctr:nc of LI'etzscLC, Trc!tschke ard Bernhardi whose;1vit!r, "s 
have disp!acc' the Bib!e tc "" prac+!c"' 'r, '-rts and purposes in modem Cermaiib (in 
l I2 1915) are the doctrines Gf Baal, ihc olu gvd ol bluud aliu !ilc aliu fiigijtful ness. "
As Christians the Israel! te nat!On must keep scme of the Hebrew!a;vs, s" ch as 
ep r w tLC caLLalh a . d cLserving lhe Ten Commandmen'5 The scripture proof !' or 
lceep! n" the Sabbath:s; ery atmo"htforward "KVherefore the children of l~rae! Sba!!!-e" 
+he Sabbath tc obser;e the Sabbath throughout their "enera'iona fm a -~etna! 
convenant. "(Exodus xxxl lfi) Tn ~b er n +L Tent cm * d 1 tL!s also shoivs that 
+he Br!+!sf are no+ "en+1'les The "ant!!es do nct have+he ', aw but tolloiv sor, . e "f the 
commtundmerts due to the!. " own nature. "Britain is the only country v;hose lav, s are 
based upon the Ten Commandments. 'A?e dc write+", . Cm upon the posts of our Nationa! 
Church, we do d!!! "Cnt!) te""h tLem to our chi!dren, and rehearse them before the nation 
c1ery uunday morning. 6?e alore possess this 'sign' which is the covenant of Israel's 
heirship. The Latin Church has not the Ten Commardments. It destroys the second; and 
to destroy one is the equivalent of destroying all (Ja ales ii. 10). "' " 
The proofs we have looked at are certainly not the only ones given to the British 
people in the quest to find the identification of the Lost Ten Tribes. These are just a few 
of many that seem to be the most important to the British Israelites. Also, they are the 
""Ibid. 
, p. 17. 
"' Matt Murray, Bible prophecies and the Plain tnan (Hoddet and Stougbton, London, 1915) p. 89. 
Ibid. , p. 89. 
" Hire, For0Lseven Idennflearions of the British Ilarion with the Lost House of Israel, p. 51-52. 
cpes that are most ofrten mentioned in British Isr"e!1+e 'iterature thrcughout the 
movement. For most of then: the pov:er and prcspert" of the British Empire "=. = the 
driving force be! nd th 
7". c . 4. fcr ctncnr Sup "or!a. "s and!'"!rons 
A!oolr at the supporters and some cf'he distr" tors fron:+he mc;ement is 
irpportant to understanding the movement. The — o" le that supported the r. ". o. emenr 
came fr !n a'I!, ap of!jfo nd 11 u pd of e ofessjons Ther' !sere d ffeze t rc th + 
formed tc apcvr be!!evers+o come together and discuss their beliefs The first group to 
form under the Bri+! sh Israelite bel! efs! s the "British-r«rae! Association of ireland. " This 
group claims to have form-":n 1850 bu+ it was no+ un+!1 25 years!ater that the belie;-rs 
re lly Vo an tc Or 
These "rc ": had a diverse membershi" with ~""h person con+rtbu+in" what the« 
ccu!d ht looking at the membersh!p!ists for ", "; group t¹t;vas formed in!880 . ve cap, 
see who svas jpsol red in the mos emept The u e li ts for The British 1 r I !dop+ip 
Corporation she&vs a wdde d!versity of membership. The corporat!on so!d stock in order 
to get mcney to pursue their goal of publishir;g ~nd buying Identj". 
~ 
works as well as 
lecturing on the British people's true identity. This list includes a gardener, tea dealer, 
lawyer, frcmmager, and traveler. Edward Hine was one of the members vvho owned 
stock in the corporation. 114 
These groups generally had a patron that represented their interests. In 1902 the 
already extant British Israel Association became the Imperial British Israel Association. 
In 1918 the group's patron was the Earl of Dysart. We knov, that the Earl of Dysart was 
also the patron to the Metropolitan Anglo-Israel Association after the first Viscount 
Fol!cestone 'ates herd Radnor retired from the port These sma!!er!. dentity "roups yvere 
consolidated into one group in " . 19;; 1th the erma!ion o. +he British Israel TT/orld 
Fed ration. 
Th- main "atrcn of+his mcsement Tvas H. R. H. Prjncesc A"cq I o""t-"c cf 
Athlone I vt +he o vere many 0+her pqtronc im01 ed th mc o e t In e amjnjnq the 
patrons Tve see that most of them were involved in different areas of the emnire As 
nqtronc the rnotq me + ha I TII/ lljam F hIIqc o tho Prjtnre Mjnictrr of Nq 
hier, . d J r. I th B' hnn of th Fa!kland Islands a, I B; hop Tonq+hq Tr 'ritcomb 
the first Bishop of Rangoon, Burma. 
Along with these r. , en who Tvere d:. -ctly jnvolv d jut+he Empire's cole=: there 
Tyler 
man mil + m r th t r nt t' e in olo jes 0 Ainerira hsai r J 
Pr jdc n+ f the Br I h israel 111/or]d Fed& r +ir + tho naurru I nn in I or!9 
fOught in I'ranee and Italy jii Vr'Vt'! uiid alSO Spciit a groat deal Of time in Scut!i Africa. ' " 
overnept qlcn 1 rl o ce s rs i e in +I e gaea Canal Egtpt Nc Zeal 
even Chira. These mer. had seen the power of the British Fmpire frst hand. 
There were members of the nobili'. y jn the moy ement as w e!! as the military Tnen. 
The Duke of Buccleuch was made a Knight of the Garter at the request of Queen 
Victoria. The Countess-Dowager of Rador continued her support of the movement after 
her husband's death. The members of the nobility involved in the movement also had a 
place in the Empire. The Buccleuchs were involved in Australia and India and the 
Clanwilliam's had members of their family in India and North America. There were other 
powerful people that were involved in the movement. W. F. Massey, the Prime Minister 
'" From British Identity Corporation Charter 1880, 1881, Public Record Office (PRO) PC 8/906. 
See entry for I Know!ca and C. A. Hadfield in the Temtorial Army Records at PRO. 
of I?ev, Zealand was close', y in contact wi+th '! Oyd -surge the prime Minister of 
England. 
Bishop Tjtcomb . xrot- " book ca!led Brit:sh lsrac!: I!on I 4;, . c ro Be!ic;c!1 that 
sho:s ho v he cvercame his doubts about the An"!o-'m-l rcovement and came to be a 
be!iever. He free' admits in the introduction of '. he bcok tha+ "e "could eas!l" reca!! ml 
own jokes upon the subject . my quips and quirks Secre endless. ? r e; er los+ an 
~~p~g n+ "r+" o vl""-djc"1- upo" vl "1 ' then consid~. -d+~ be — abcu~dly 
lie 
eldtava?;ant Theoly. hl his convel'siot'1 he often consults a Iewish man that has 
repudia+ed the Je;1 ish faith. In this: or!. he goes through each of his perceived 
dift! culties and ex~mines the scriptu~' and secular e: idence for 'he Ar"'"-&aaron 
desc n+ tte t a, el th os h+h | 4'Ir tour cal physio?onjc 1 nd hjstor al diff c tries 
tjsn j, p eactt n tum Ise states at the co 1 . n ofh uar tudje "nty scjentjfi 
set of objections to the a pmtorl poss "1!:t& of the A agio Theory were gone. B +. ' Still 
rem" i. ". ed an urbelle; er in it, on the ground of its apparently abs"r';, ~p, "obah;!:t~~ 
Neveithe?ess I waited to see what new light the Bib!i' coulil tluow upon this subject. " 
He now turns to the Bible to see!f it can d!spel the Ang!o-Israel identity theory. In 
looking to the Bible for answers to the Anglo-Identity question he uses many of the same 
proofs that were mentioned above and finds that the British people satisfy all of these 
proofs. He also shows the similarities between the Druidic peoples and the Ancient 
Hebrews. His conversion to the British Israelite beliefs is common of many of the 
members. His belief v es only sealed after taking into account both the Biblical and 
secular history. 
'" Reverend Bishop Titcorn, British Israel How l Came io Believe (The covenant Pnh. Co. Ltd. , London, 
1928), p. 2. 
The Brit;sI 1 r el mo ements were cot so!jdat d 1 pi 0 1 it!it! e fp matjpn pf the 
British israel Wor! d Federation tptthtc' !t;; ". - the»! f'ca" on of disparate Brit!sh 1"-ra-I 
groups into one tvorldtvjde force to hei~ the spread of the movement'~ I ~! jefs. The 
BIWF I &I ev that the Ip + T T jbe pf the Northern Up e pf 1 o I ' des end nts 
re tp h~ found in the An"lo Saxon-Celtj~ and k!ndred peoples cf today. tAs the 
Federation believes in the tvho!e B b!~, it therefore b !!eves the Covenants made between 
Gpd and Abraham ! a add ccb (Is aeli a o eve Iastjng and the Br't sh nat n a! 
~ I III 
uupprtaitt patt vf Gpu S ptau. 
The movement experienced its greatest actual n:embershi" during the inter war 
period bet!veen Wor!d Wars. ' and II h". embershi" was in the millions, "nd there!s no 
way of tzpviing how many be!!evers tfhere actually were during this time. During 
periods of war people are more likely to get invol; ed in religip~ s mo; =ments to End 
where they belong in the grand scheme of things. The Empire was the strongest during 
this time as well. It was not until after World War II and the dispersion of the colo!ues 
that the British-Israel movement lost its steam, 
The decline of the Empire is one reason for the subsequent decline in the 
movement. The movement relied on the power of the Empire as justification for many of 
its proofs. There were also a lot of people involved in the movement who were 
'" Titcomb, British lsrae/How I Came to Believe, p. 85. 
'" BIWP webpage 
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. . . i!!crau!rst This m ant+" ~t the" ogen assinned dares tc e; ants+ha+ s!gnaled the comic" 
mi'!ennium of Chr!s+. The events 'hat were assigned+o these dates, of course did not 
happen and this left man" of th~ fcllorvers desi!!us!oned. As there was no set doctr?ne fcr 
the movement many different!dens vrere accepted. Gne e, ". plan"+'on for the decline that I 
was raven b" +he B?WF!s +ha+ 'vst after WWV !here;;as a 'ecturer speaking on the 
afte m~+h or+he w, especiall~' inhow h a+em c b mb ""R channe rv rfa ~ ?J vtd 
Davidson, the speaker. . . , "" " st"te. . . e. ". '. to '. he effect of "this wi!! be the end of the war 
as o k oq + " M ~y sa s thi mea, ing thrd there sou?d h no more v ars at al! Qf 
course this;vas not the case and the BIWF !ost a!ot cf members due to this!nciden;. 
'rh- movement was a!sc cons:dered by acme to be racist but!+ was not There 
svas a racial aspect to the ~----n' '" '"a' t"-" were savin" +hat +&- o"' "ec"'~ th" t 
sere p" rr cr "rael were the Brit?sh. But it v. as not ". ". an+i-gemitic mo;ement. Th!s!". 
ev!denced bt the fact that there was an "Rack "n ~3- t'IWF head"uarters in London, 
Charles Ashton set f!re to+he b ";!ding!ocated a+ Buckingham Gate across from+he 
Pa!ace. His plan *:as to shoot and injure the Reverend Pascoe Goard, the president of the 
movement. Ashton rvas the founder of the National Assoc!at?on for the Resistance to 
Jendsh Monopoly a group that believed that there was a Jervdsh conspiracy to dominate 
and undermine the world. He believed that the BIWF was pmt of the conspiracy. 
Ashton was also known to be in contact with Nazis in Germany. His plan to injure Rev. 
Goard and burn down the BIWF headquarters was an attempt at publicity. ' 
The movement today still has some followers, but membership in Anglo-Israelite 
Identity groups is very Iow. The British Israel World Federation has ordy about 150 
members. It is planning a large campaign to attract new believers by taking out a full- 
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"a"e advertisement in the n"+tonally circu! ated news" *"ers cf 1-rent Britain. The" are 
hcping+hat by doing this and m" kin" the:. - w " site more accessible!t wi!! r"'se the 
awarcficss of Bi itair! s I! !re!dci1t!ty as the lost Tribes of Is!ack The!'c is aBo work 
he nn d nc b ~ ~eople vho ar u+ jdo thc BI!J!/F nd +her nu Io 1 rael clean', zatjons 
D id) v orl(jn ou+ of Jerusalem is lv ru n +o pro ide ct idenc that the A. , 
S" xon "copies are the descendants of t. "-- Lo. "I Ten Tr!bes. David" sends his 'n ormaticn 
; is email to anyone who wishes to 'earn mere "bout the true i"=a+I+" or israel. 
Th Br 'i"-h 'srael 'ldc»tjty movement ma& never regrdn thc numbers that it once 
posses ed but it se;, ed ar. important p . „ose d "ring " tur""lent ti. „e in British hist". ;. !t 
offered solac to people tvho 1 cre un +n'n +1, t! ejr political socjct ! nd C1 
surround!r!gs !t "-" th Bri+!sh pcop. 'c a ncvv origin to!ock ba"k+o, and ". sense of prtdc 
+h I 1 oked a+ 11 they h d ac omp]jshed 'll!hi!e the r avion o i !n+heorjcs h 
p ovided a suK~cient explanation of hcw the" ca!r e +o possess much of the known vror!d, 
the An~lo-Israel jdentjt" 'old thorn wh". It gave them an important miss!on that was 
divinel" ordained. The Brit!sh Israel movement is un!que in that it was philo-semitic 
when much of Europe was mttj-Semitic. . nev; direction of research could be to look at 
the relations between the British Israel believers and the Jewish peoples residing in 
Britain. 
The British Israel movement is important because it pro~ddes us with an 
understanding of how we adapt our religious beliefs to our cultural needs as well as how 
a nation's current situation affects the way religion is used. It also gives us insight into 
religion's jnfiuence on how and why a culture progresses historically. To gain a proper 
See Police file on Ashton's arrest and conviction at PRO MEPO 3/1257. 
I learned of this plan in a conversation with the administrative assistant of the BIWF. 
nAinn of+I a Ilr ti I Prnpire one rn st 1c «+ nd the o o ent thnt pros 
scriptura! justificat!or. and 2!;inc "pprcva! for!'. "= existence 
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